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Course Objectives: The main objective of this paper is to acquire knowledge on the concepts of
Geriatrics and gerontology, theoretical Perspective on Ageing, Problems of elderly, policies and
services for the elderly in India.

Course Outcome: To enlighten the students on the concepts of geriatric and gerontology, Problems
of elderly, national policy for older persons and services for the elderly.

UNIT-1

Elderly - Definition of the Aged, Concepts of Geriatrics and Gerontology-The Demographic Profile
of  Elderly - Ageing trends of increasing Ageing Population in India.

UNIT-2

Theoretical Perspectives on Ageing - Engagement Theory, Disengagement Theory,  Activity Theory,
Modernization Theory, Labeling Theory - Importance of Gerontological Social Work.

UNIT-3

Problems of the Elderly - Social, Economic, Health, Psychological, Familial - Neglect and  Abuse
of the Elderly—Status of the Aged in Traditional and Modern Society.

UNIT-4

Aged Related Policies and Laws for Education - Employment, Retirement, Social Security and
Pension - National Policy for Older Personal 999.

UNIT-5

Services for the Elderly - Constitutional and Legislative Provisions for the Welfare of the Elderly,
Institutional and Non - Institutional services for the Elderly - Role of Governmental and Non-
Governmental Organizations for the Welfare of the Aged.
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(404SO21) 
Centre for Distance Education 
M.A. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS 

Fourth Semester  
Sociology  

404SO21 – SOCIOLOGY OF AGEING   
 
Time: Three Hours                                                                                     Maximum: 70 Marks  

Answer Any Five questions. 
All questions carry equal marks. 

 
1.  Bring out the scope and importance of Sociology of Ageing for Indian Society?       
స జ స వృ ప ం క  ప  మ  ఖ త  ం  య ? 
  
2.  List out the factors responsible for increasing ageing population in developing and developed   
     Societies?   
 అ వృ   ం న మ   అ వృ   ం న  స ల  వృ ప   జ  

దల  గల ర ల  ం  . 
 
3. Discuss Sociological Perspectives on Ageing?  
వృ ప ం  క స దృక ల  చ ంచం ? 

4. Examine the status and treatment of the aged people in Traditional and Modern Societies?   
ం ప య మ  ఆ క స ల  వృ ల అంత  మ  ప ల  

ప ంచం ? 

 
5. What are the problems of the aged people in India?  

రత శం  వృ ల సమస  ఏ ? 

 
6. Examine the policies of the Government regarding old people in India?    

రత శం  వృ ల  సంబం ం  ప త  ల  ప ంచం ? 

 
7. Write an essay on Family and the Aged in urban and Rural Settings?   
 పటణ మ  ణ ం  ల  ంబం మ  వృ ల  ఒక సం యం ? 

 
8. Discuss the adequacy of Institutional Care of elderly in India? 

రత శం  వృ ల క  సం గత  ర ణ   ం    చ ంచం ? 

 
9.What are the provisions for leisure time activities of the aged in India?    

రత శం  వృ ల ం  సమయ ర క ల  ం   ? 
 
10. Explain the role of NGOs for the welfare of aged people in India?    

రత శం  వృ ల సం మం సం NGOల త  వ ంచం ? 


